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ABSTRACT
In order to understand the international student experience and improve future orientation
programming, international students attending the University of Washington (UW) in Seattle,
Washington who attended the Fall 2015 Foundation for International Understanding Through
Students (FIUTS) International Student Orientation shared their experiences regarding their
arrival process. Through a series of post orientation surveys, focus groups, and individual
interviews I attempted to answer the following questions: “What are the experiences of
international students at the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation?” and “What
aspects of the orientation programming can be modified to address the needs and challenges that
international students face during their transition to life in United States and studying at the
University of Washington?” As the Orientation Assistant for the fall 2015 orientation, I was in
charge of the planning, facilitation, and evaluation of the entire program of more than 2,300
incoming freshman, exchange, transfer, graduate, professional students, and visiting scholars that
came to the university. The major findings unearthed the highlights of the student orientation
experiences, revealed the challenges that international students faced on their arrival, garnered
suggestions they had to improve future programming, and identified the resources they used and
found most important during their acclimation process to the UW and the U.S. Themes included
overall student satisfaction with the orientation programming and social events, resources used
frequently by international students, the quality of information sessions attended by international
students, challenges faced upon arrival into the United States and their suggestions regarding a
resource fair for next year. Gathering the feedback from international students helped FIUTS
understand how to refine and modify their programming for their Fall 2016 International Student
Orientation programming.
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Introduction: Contextual Information and Research Questions
The Foundation for International Understanding Through Students (FIUTS), is a nonprofit organization located on the University of Washington’s campus in Seattle, Washington.
The mission of the organization is to “connect students to local and global communities through
programs that build international awareness, cross-cultural communication, and informed
leadership” (Foundation for International Understanding Through Students, 2015). Every
academic year, the organization conducts four new arrival orientations for international students
and scholars coming to the University of Washington (UW). In September, FIUTS held their Fall
2015 International Student Orientation for over 2,300 incoming freshmen, exchange, transfer,
graduate, professional students, and visiting scholars. Around 1,500 students were estimated to
have participated in the fall 2015 orientation according to UW internal documentation.
As an Orientation Assistant for FIUTS, I was able to prepare, facilitate, and observe the
different aspects of orientation. During the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation, it
was clear to myself and the FIUTS staff that FIUTS would benefit from a research project
assessing the effectiveness of their orientation program. Following each international student
orientation, FIUTS conducts a post orientation survey asking orientation participants for their
feedback on their arrival experience. Due to the consistently low number of student survey
responses after each orientation and the large number of incoming international students, FIUTS
was prompted to further review its existing orientation structure and effectiveness through the
use of focus groups and interviews. These methods helped explore student experiences more indepth as a tool to assess how to improve the FIUTS orientation program.
Survey results and comments made by students who went through orientation raised an
essential question regarding what international students truly need from their arrival orientation
2
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at the university. As an aspiring professional in the field of international education, I believe it is
important to truly understand the needs and experiences of international students as they
transition to life in the United States and the local Seattle area. It is also important for the
organization to critically look at its existing programming and see where they can make changes
that could greater benefit students. As discovered through an examination of the current literature
and research available regarding international student adjustment, more research on specific
programming and resources are needed to understand the needs of students during their arrival
process. The purpose of the research study conducted was to review the current programming in
place for international students at the UW and to examine if the orientation program curriculum
provided students with the specific tools they needed to successfully transition and prepare for
their studies in a foreign country.
My research focused on understanding the needs of international students upon their
arrival at the UW and the U.S., and how orientation programming can best meet those needs. The
inquiry explored more deeply what on campus resources students utilize as a result of the
orientation. I also examined what types of personal connections students made during orientation
that helped them adjust to life in the United States, and if those relationships were sustainable
which was not addressed in any previous research reviewed. The data collected was used to
inform FIUTS about international students’ specific needs and how FIUTS can modify their
programming to better serve these needs in future orientations.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided this study:
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1) What were the experiences of international students at the FIUTS Fall 2015 International
Student Orientation?
2) What aspects of the orientation programming can be modified to address the needs and
challenges that international students face during their transition to life in United States
and studying at the University of Washington?
Literature Review
Research on international students’ experiences studying in the United States showed
difficulties in student transition when moving to a new environment due to differences in culture
and academic expectations, language barriers, and revealed a greater need for international
students to interact with domestic students and university staff (Brydon & Liddell, 2012;
Isomine, 2015; Kashyap, 2010; Mathiesen & Lager, 2007; Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold,
Hercegovac, & Elsayed, 2013; Yan & Berliner, 2013). Although the studies differed on
approaches to addressing international students’ needs through different suggestions, models,
and theories, many scholars asserted that there is an overall need for greater international student
support and on campus services in higher education throughout an international student’s study.
Cultural Adaptation
Many international students faced a difficult time when transitioning to a new academic
environment and culture when first arriving in the United States. Brydon & Liddell (2012)
asserted that the academic challenge may be attributed to students’ individual “difficulties in
adapting to self-directed learning processes common in Western universities” (p. 998). While
Yan & Berliner (2013) mentioned the differences in academia and learning expectations, they
suggested that some of the greatest stressors, specifically for Chinese students, were in the social
isolation and inability to integrate with domestic students on campus, thus making cultural
4
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adjustment and social integration more difficult than academic. Due to Confucian ideology,
Chinese students tend to be less socially extroverted and struggle with the American
individualistic cultural value system when interacting with domestic students. Lastly, Yakunina,
Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed (2013) tested students’ abilities to handle
acculturative stress, or the disorientation that often accompanies cross-cultural transitions,
through an online survey.
Their findings demonstrated that a number of different personal and multicultural
strengths could contribute to an international student’s ability to adjust better to a new
environment. Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed (2013) suggested that
faculty and staff assist students in recognizing and developing their personal and cultural
strengths. To assist with student cultural transition, Brydon & Liddell (2012) suggested that
university faculty at the host institution be conscious of the different cultural values surrounding
the process of learning in other countries. Part of helping students adjust to a new academic
setting is raising awareness among faculty and staff at the host organization about cultural
differences around learning styles and processes. Yan & Berliner (2013) recommended providing
workshops and seminars during post arrival orientations that address American value systems
and culture to provide foreign students with information about life in the U.S.
Language Barriers
Another area where students faced major barriers on their arrival, was in language and
their ability to communicate. Multiple researchers concurred that international students have a
strong need for language support and opportunities for practice throughout their academic study
(Isomine, 2015; Mathiesen & Lager, 2007; Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, &
Elsayed, 2013; Yan and Berliner, 2013). As identified by the staff at the International Students
5
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Office in Isomine’s (2015) research, one of international students’ greatest challenges upon
arrival in the U.S. was their ability to communicate in English. While a post arrival international
student orientation can assist international students in certain cultural and academic issues, the
ability to communicate can be crucial to the wellbeing and academic success of the student. As
Mathiesen & Lager (2007) state, “Poor communication is one of the stumbling blocks in any
relationship, and when this occurs on an international level, the results may have long lasting
effects” (p. 281). Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed (2013) also made
correlations between a student’s English language abilities and negative experiences.
International students who are not confident in their English abilities tend to rate their adjustment
to living in a foreign environment as more difficult.
While many scholars agreed that international students have a need for English language
support and opportunities to practice, they failed to mention the differences in language abilities
of students coming to study in the U.S., required language levels for higher education institutions
for admission, and the different reasons why international students are motivated or unmotivated
to increase their English language abilities (Isomine, 2015; Mathiesen & Lager, 2007; Yakunina,
Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed, 2013; Yan and Berliner, 2013). Although the
majority of international student orientations at universities conduct their programs in English
because it is a shared language by students from around the world and the native language (and
often the only language) of staff conducting orientation programming, institutions that were
studied by Isomine (2015), Mathiesen & Lager (2007), Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold,
Hercegovac, & Elsayed (2013), and Yan and Berliner (2013) did not address how orientations
can provide workshops or information sessions in different languages. The studies did not
mention translations or language assistance through current students at a university who can
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speak different languages and could volunteer to help incoming students who struggle to
communicate using English. Additionally, the research did not highlight how current
international students at universities can be involved to help incoming international students who
struggle using English.
Currently the international student orientation program at FIUTS utilizes international
student volunteers to help with multiple aspects of orientation but do not provide language
assistance to students. One suggestion Yan and Berliner (2013) made to help international
students improve their English proficiency is offering free or non-credit English classes,
language workshops, or a weekly conversation club where international students can practice
their English with native speakers. Although FIUTS holds free non-credit, weekly English
conversation classes, this is not sufficiently promoted during international student orientations
when students need resources to enhance their language the most. FIUTS can promote these
language services early to help students understand that there are opportunities for continuing
English language study.
Interactions with Domestic Students
A number of authors noted that international students need to interact with domestic
students outside of the classroom and engage with university staff in meaningful ways (Brydon
& Liddell, 2012; Isomine, 2015; Kashyap, 2010; Mathiesen & Lager, 2007; Yakunina, Weigold,
Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed, 2013; Yan & Berliner, 2013). Kashyap (2010) documented in
her dissertation that she found that international graduate students have an unmet need for greater
interaction with domestic students in meaningful, innovative ways. Kashyap’s (2010) research
found that while universities engaged students “during orientation and in the classroom, other
social aspects were left to chance” (p. 324). Isomine (2015) noted that even when international
7
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students and domestic students go through university orientation programming together,
international students may feel alienated amongst the domestic students. Yakunina, Weigold,
Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed (2013) asserted that students who are exposed to and
appreciate cultural diversity are more likely to make cross-cultural friendships and establish
genuine connections with American students. Students may be able to cope better with the
struggles of cultural adjustments if they are able to form meaningful friendships with people who
hold different cultural values from their own.
While international students may feel isolated from domestic students upon arrival,
researchers provided several suggestions to enhance student interactions. Yan & Berliner (2013)
asserted that if a university provides opportunities for international students to interact with
domestic students, international students will be able to adopt a healthy integration strategy and
decrease sociocultural concerns. Mathiesen & Lager (2007) go so far as to suggest pairing
international students with cultural liaisons, or peer mentors, to help international students adjust.
A peer mentor is someone from the host culture that could help the international student feel
more comfortable within the new culture and help them through their initial cultural adjustments
and give the student a firm connection with a local person. This support is not only limited to
student peers as Brydon & Liddell (2012) noted. University staff and faculty can better
understand the needs of international students by forming relationships with them and
understanding their needs. By being approachable and open-minded, students will be able to
communicate more freely with staff and faculty about the challenges they face and the support
they need to be academically successful and remain enrolled at the university.
Greater Application to FIUTS
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Part of the FIUTS International Student Orientation program is building understanding
and cross-cultural relationships between foreign and domestic students. This is highlighted by
the increase in domestic student volunteer leaders that are participating at orientation. Not only
does this allow international students to meet and form connections with domestic students, but
also encourages international students to interact using English and form connections with
domestic students long after orientation. This connection also extends to personnel from
university departments and services around campus which can assist students with their much
needed cultural and academic adaptations. During information sessions in the second week of
orientation international students had the opportunity to meet people face to face from around
campus who provide services that specifically help international students throughout their
academic tenure at the UW. On the first day of orientation students not only met student
volunteers, but also met staff from International Student Services and were able to meet their
International Student Advisor face to face. Being aware of international students’ struggles in
cultural and academic adaptation, difficulties in communicating using English, and the need for
greater interaction with domestic students created awareness of international students’ needs and
set the foundation for FIUTS to create meaningful relationships with international students upon
their arrival.
Further Research
Although the authors of these particular studies identified the ways in which international
students struggle in their academic and cultural adjustments, they did not sufficiently address
how to support students in their transition to a new environment. FIUTS currently provides an
intensive ten-day international student orientation that attempts to address the academic and
cultural needs of newly arrived international students and scholars at the University of
9
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Washington. While the studies of Brydon & Liddell (2012), Yan & Berliner (2013), and
Yakunina, Weigold, Weigold, Hercegovac, & Elsayed (2013) provided general ideas and topics
in which students may need the extra support, the existing research did not sufficiently reveal
concrete examples that can be applied directly to an international student orientation that serves a
variety of students from different countries and cultural backgrounds studying at the UW.
Greater research is needed to examine the international student orientation process, and how it
can effectively address international students’ needs.
Even though the existing literature reviewed on international student transition to the U.S.
academic environment touched on the importance of international student orientations, the
research did not address how specific programming can be useful for international student
integration. Glimmers of information about the importance of assisting students through cultural
and academic adjustment, providing resources for students to improve their English and enhance
communication as well as providing opportunities for international students to interact with
domestic students and staff all proved helpful in focusing my research and understanding the
international student experience. While the authors substantiated the greater need for support for
international students, they did not address the role of a solid international student orientation,
and how it sets the tone for international students’ life and study in the U.S. This further served
the purpose to conduct more research on how orientation programming can address the needs of
international students as soon as they arrive for study in the U.S.
Research/Practitioner Inquiry Design
Rationale for Qualitative Methodology
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In this study I used qualitative research methodology to examine the experiences of
international students who participated in the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation,
and to explore whether the orientation addressed their needs when transitioning to life in the
United States and studying at the University of Washington. To understand the challenges that
international students faced during their academic studies in the United States, this study
employed surveys, focus groups, and individual interviews, which helped identify ways in which
international students’ needs could be addressed in future orientation programming. A variety of
different data collection methods allowed for rich and diverse data. Surveys provided a
foundation for quantitative data to further explore existing interest areas of FIUTS regarding
international student experiences during orientation. The focus groups allowed for students who
attended the Fall 2015 FIUTS International Student Orientation to share their experiences with
each other and further discuss recommendations on how to improve the orientation program. The
interviews dove deeper into personal international student experiences and the personal
challenges individuals faced during their arrival. Interviews also allowed for greater comparisons
to be drawn between international student experiences without the influence of other students
present.
Introduction of Site & Participants
During the first few months of my practicum I was able to prepare, facilitate, and observe
the different aspects of orientation as an Orientation Assistant at FIUTS. While preparing for the
orientation program, I learned that the organization uses the same orientation programming from
year to year. Staff used information, resources, and social events from previous orientations and
only slightly modified it for the next orientation. After each international student orientation is
conducted, FIUTS staff administer an online survey to gather international students’ feedback.
11
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The staff used survey results from previous orientations to make minor changes to the FIUTS
Fall 2015 International Student Orientation programming. The survey distributed after the fall
2015 orientation had a low response rate (around 5%), and it was unclear how much of the
feedback from the surveys would be incorporated into the planning for future orientations. While
international students at the UW may have received crucial information associated with
university policies and on campus student services during this year’s orientation, there may have
been information or resources that were not presented to students because it was simply
overlooked or were unknown as important pieces of information to FIUTS staff. Using this
year’s survey comments and personal feedback FIUTS received from students prompted a
further look into the orientation experiences of international students.
Participants. All 2,300 international students and scholars enrolled at the University of
Washington who went through the Fall 2015 International Student Orientation had the
opportunity to participate in the research study. The participant sample size varied based on the
type of data collection method used. Surveys did not ask for the age of the participants but had
an optional section where students could indicate their age, classification (freshman, exchange,
transfer, graduate, professional student or visiting scholar), and what country they were from.
Surveys distributed garnered a response rate of 117 diverse participants. Focus groups and
interviews drew from the same participant pool as the surveys. All focus group and interview
participants were at least age 18 or older for ethical purposes.
Two focus groups were comprised of two facilitators and had two participants. The first
focus group was attended by one male PhD student from Canada and one female graduate
student from Nepal. The female student from Nepal attended the FIUTS 2014 International
Student Orientation and had requested to participate in the focus group despite having gone
12
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through the program the previous year. Both participants from the first focus group were later
contacted and interviewed individually as part of the research study. The second focus group was
attended by two male graduate students. One participant was from India and the other was from
China. Neither participant from the second focus group was contacted for a follow up interview.
A total of eight in-depth interviews were held. Interview participants ranged in age,
gender, nationality, and classification in school (freshmen, transfer, exchange, graduate student).
Interview participants were a mix of three freshman and five graduate students. No exchange or
transfer students expressed a desire to be interviewed. Half of the participants interviewed were
from India (Interview Student Demographics Figure 3).
The first interview was with Iris, a freshman from China. The next was with a graduate
student from India called Akshay. The third interview was with a freshman student from India
named Avi. The next interview was with Ram, a graduate student from India. The fifth interview
was with Mary, a freshman student from China. The next interview conducted was with a second
year graduate student from Nepal named Niki. Niki attended the FIUTS Fall 2014 International
Student Orientation and specifically requested to be a part of the study. The seventh interview
was with Justin T., a PhD candidate from Canada. The final interview was with Jane, an Indian
graduate student.
Sampling Strategies & Rationale
As Devers & Frankel (2000) highlight, part of a solid research design is creating a
sampling frame, or specifying criteria for selecting the research site and subjects. They also
assert that it is essential to select research participants that can provide the greatest insight into
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the research questions (Devers & Frankel, 2000). These driving principles shaped how I targeted
and reached out to potential research participants.
Data collection. Surveys and a call to participate announcement for focus groups and
interviews were distributed from a FIUTS mass listerv connected to all fall 2015 incoming
international student university emails. Later communications responding to students interested
in participating in focus groups and interviews were communicated directly through emails with
me. The triangulated collected data from surveys, focus groups, and interviews attempted to
understand the experiences of international students who attended the FIUTS Fall 2015
International Student Orientation and garner opinions on various aspects of the orientation
programming that can be modified to address the needs and challenges of international students
as they transition to study in the U.S.
Methods. Surveys, focus groups, and interviews were used to collect data. All students
that attended the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation were eligible to participate.
The data collected attempted to understand the experiences of international students who
attended the fall orientation. Surveys were used to identify patterns in student experiences. The
data from the focus groups and interviews helped understand the unique needs and challenges
that international students face upon their arrival to the U.S. and the UW. Each method used
allowed for greater comparison between the data collected and helped out tease out the major
themes of student experiences including “highlights, challenges, resources used upon arrival, and
suggestions for next year’s resource fair.”
Surveys. The research began by creating voluntary surveys. These were then filled out
online by international students and scholars who attended the FIUTS Fall 2015 International
Student Orientation. The survey was sent out electronically and students were able to submit
14
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their answers anonymously. Surveys are standard procedure for FIUTS, and the preliminary
review of the answers received are what prompted FIUTS to request further research on the
experiences of international students during orientation. While the survey was anonymous, it
asked the respondents if they would like to be contacted to participate a focus group and
provided a section where they could type in their preferred email address. Once the survey
results were collected and analyzed, focus group questions were formed under the guidance of
FIUTS staff regarding topics they wanted to further explore based on the survey results.
Focus Groups. All students who were interested in participating in a focus group were
contacted directly by me. They were invited via email to attend pre-arranged focus groups led by
current University of Washington graduate students. Focus group facilitators were provided with
materials and given explicit instructions on how to conduct their focus groups. Focus groups
were audio recorded via a free computer software called Audacity and by a FIUTS owned cell
phone with a voice recording application as a backup method. At the end of each focus group
session, facilitators turned in their recordings to me for transcribing.
At the end of the data collection period for focus groups, all audio recordings were
transcribed and analyzed. The data was written under each participants’ preferred pseudonym
and documentation only indicated their classification of status in school and their home country
as identifying factors for data analysis purposes. Once the audio recordings were transcribed, the
original recordings were destroyed. If a participant indicated on their focus group sign-in sheet
they would be willing to participate in a one-on-one interview to collect further data about their
experience, they were contacted.
Interviews. After the focus groups were conducted, I announced through email to all Fall
2015 International Student Orientation participants that interviews were being scheduled. Based
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on the responses from interested candidates via email, I scheduled and conducted eight
interviews with students from different countries and of different classification of student
(freshman, and graduate students). Each interview was conducted by me, on campus, and in a
private setting. Each student created a pseudonym that was used throughout their interview. If
the student had participated in a previous focus group, they retained the same pseudonym for
consistency and to reduce any confusion in the data collection, analysis, and publication process.
The data was recorded and collected using the same FIUTS laptop computer and FIUTS issued
smart phone recording software.
Ethics. All questions created for the research were used under the authorization and
direction of FIUTS staff. Information addressed in all forms of data collection including surveys,
focus groups, and interviews were not meant to be of a sensitive nature. If a sensitive issue arose
during a focus group or interview, the student was allowed to decline to comment and could have
withdrawn from the research study at any time. This was made explicitly clear to each research
participant prior to each focus group and interview both in writing and verbally. Information for
the UW Counseling Center was provided if a participant requested the information. All students
were provided with my SIT business card and a FIUTS business card if they wanted to request
further information on the study or obtain a copy of the final research study. All students had the
opportunity to create a pseudonym to protect their anonymity during the research process and for
the publishing of collected data. All information was collected under the explicit consent of each
participant (both written and verbal).
Data Management & Analysis. After reflecting on the data and extensively reviewing
the themes and patterns presented by students, I was able to see how FIUTS can incorporate
tangible changes to their future orientation programming. All data was analyzed deductively
16
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using the concepts of the Adult Learning Theory where participants had the ability to pick and
choose the elements of the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation that would be
applicable to the academic and personal life in the U.S. (Adayana, n.d.). Also, the data analyzed
took into consideration the Experiential Learning Cycle and the need for students to be active
participants in their learning and application of knowledge (Brooks-Harris & Stock-Ward, 1999).
Understanding the themes and conclusions that were drawn from the surveys, focus groups, and
interviews helped me identify the different findings, the practical applicability of the research,
and formulate recommendations for further research.
Data collected through all three methods was analyzed separately. Each analysis focused
on classifying and categorizing information. Each type of data collected was analyzed line by
line and then notes were written in the margins of printed survey results, focus group
transcriptions, and interview transcriptions to decipher patterns and possible categories (Glesne,
2011). After each form of data was coded, themes and results were teased out of the information
to draw conclusions. Each deductive code was created from reviewing the focus group and
interview transcriptions and categorizing the quantitative data collected from the surveys
(Glesne, 2011). By selecting broad categories for coding purposes, comments made by
international student participants could be explored more in-depth.
Survey analysis. Since I decided to use a thematic analysis approach, to uncover patterns
and themes while examining the data, I checked the quantitative data provided in the surveys as
well as the written remarks that students made (Glesne, 2011). Initial coding of the survey
questions and responses revealed six major categories including: “resources, events and
activities, acclimation, programs outside of FIUTS, and housing.” Through this, I was able to
identify FIUTS’ main thematic priorities in regards to student feedback sought. The survey was
17
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27 questions in length featuring both multiple choice and open ended questions. Students were
also asked to rank their experiences using a scale of “poor” to “excellent” on some questions.
The vast majority of all multiple choice questions asked throughout the survey yielded a positive
or satisfactory response.
Open ended questions allowed for more critical and diverse responses. These were
especially seen in the comments regarding orientation resources and events which made it
difficult to identify useful programming. Some students noted scheduling difficulties, accents of
orientation speakers being hard to understand, and the redundancy of information presented.
Other questions indicated that students did not attend or participate in events, activities or
programs such as Dawg Daze activities through First Year Programs, various FIUTS optional
social events, or the programs specific for different student classifications such as Graduate Day.
The different types of survey questions and their high response rate helped create coding
categories: “highlights” and “challenges,” which provided a landscape in designing focus group
questions.
Focus group analysis. The collected data was coded by identifying emerging patterns
and themes. Prior to coding the focus group transcriptions, I reviewed the questions asked during
the focus groups (Appendix B), the demographics of the participants of each focus group, and
the notes taken by the facilitators who conducted the focus groups (Appendix C). The notes
taken by the facilitators were reviewed to decipher if there were any logical codes within each
focus group session that I could identify. While the facilitator notes were reviewed for possible
coding terms to be used on the transcriptions, they did not skew the results of the actual coding
process of the focus group transcripts. Coding categories derived from reviewing the focus
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group notes were: ”highlights, challenges, dislikes, suggestions, resources used, events and
activities, other orientations, and resource fair suggestions.”
Focus group data was analyzed separately from the survey and interview data. This was
because the questions were slightly different between the focus groups and interviews and were
formatted to be more open ended than in the surveys. Also, all participants from the first focus
group were individually interviewed which may have skewed the data if focus groups and
interviews were coded together due to potential overlaps in participant responses. No participants
from the second focus group were asked to participate in individual interviews due to a lack of
participant availability during interview dates.
The next part of the data analysis included going through each focus group transcription
line by line to highlight concepts and themes and write notes in the margins (Glesne, 2011).
Coding terms derived from the facilitator notes were used to create categories and subcategories
within each transcription. I coded the data falling under the following categories: “highlights,
challenges, dislikes, suggestions, and resources.” I then subcategorized “events and activities”
under “highlights”, removed “other orientations” as a category, and listed desired entities at the
resource fair under “suggestions” (Tables A). All categories proved to have a diverse amount of
information regarding various topics. For simplicity, both focus groups’ coded information was
placed into a single table. Information from the first focus group was in red text, while
information from the second group was in blue text. If both focus groups made the same
comment or mentioned the same piece of information it was put in black text. The table was a
starting point for teasing out patterns occurring in the data and making connections between the
focus group discussions.
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From the table I counted the comments made in each category. It demonstrated the
number of comments made to show where most attention was given per category during the
focus groups. Counting each comment once, the “highlight” category had 20 comments, the
challenge category had 17, the dislikes category had three, the suggestions category had 25, and
the resources had 43 comments (Focus Group Coded Data Figure 1). This showed that the
emphasis in each focus group was on resources. Since the resources category had the most
subcategories a pie chart was made to dissect each subcategory and provide a tangible visual to
help sort the data (Focus Group Coded Data Figure 2). This showed a percentage breakdown of
the comments made in each subcategory for resources. It expresses that the majority of the
comments made were regarding pre-arrival emails followed by the various resources used during
orientation, and then the information sessions attended. Each transcription provided interesting
insight into the experiences of international students.
Interviews analysis. After analyzing the data from the focus groups, I decided to narrow
and modify my approach in coding interviews. Since interview questions are slightly different
from the focus groups and, due to the amount of data from interviews to code, my initial analysis
of the interviews were kept separate from the survey and focus group data. Focus group
questions focused on specific programs and resources whereas interview questions were broader
and asked for students to expand on the programs and resources they used. Interview questions
were also slightly different because two focus group participants were also individually
interviewed. While understanding the demographics of the participants interviewed provided
insight into trends of speech patterns and vocabulary used by participants, it did not overtly
influence the subsequent coding of the transcriptions. I began my analysis by reviewing the
interview questions I had asked (Appendix D). Much like the focus group coding, I wanted to
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know what students found “helpful” (highlights) and “unhelpful” (challenges or dislikes) during
the orientation program. I also wanted to ensure that I noted their suggestions and the resources
they used.
Each interview transcript was coded using predetermined categories from focus groups,
specifically “highlights, challenges/dislikes, suggestions, resources used, and activities students
didn’t participate in.” The “challenges and dislikes” categories were combined due to the similar
nature of the two categories. A subcategory of “programs” was placed under each category. A
subcategory of “resource fair” was noted under “suggestions.” I went through each interview
transcription, creating a table of the coded data for each interview. Each interview was
highlighted with different colors to help decipher categorization.
Upon coding each transcription tables were created to organize the coded information.
Once a table was created for each participate, I printed out each table to draw comparisons,
relationships, and patterns between participant experiences and suggestions (Tables B, C, D, E,
F, G, H, I). Once each table was printed, each category was reviewed and highlighted to find
similar themes and comments. Similar comments, ideas, recommendations and themes were
grouped together to form new tables. Tables were dedicated to participant “highlights” (Table J),
“challenges/dislikes of the orientation experience” (Table K), “suggestions for future
orientations” (Table L), and “alternative resources used during orientation” (Table M). No table
was created for “programs and aspects of orientation that participants didn’t participate in” due
to no overlap. A separate document was created especially for FIUTS regarding suggested
resource fair booths including on campus departments, services, and information desired by
participants. This document was created and emailed to the FIUTS Manager of Student Programs
as requested (Appendix E).H
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Limitations
This research had limitations based on the classifications of students who participated.
The major limitation was that exchange, transfer, and professional students as well as visiting
scholars were not represented in the research. Despite the limitations of the study, the results
could be applied to similar academic institutions that host a large number of international
students. Since the research participants represented a diversity of students from different
countries, academic studies, and genders, a number of research findings can be transferred to
institutions that produce post arrival orientation programming for international students.
Presentation of Findings
Overall findings of the research study yielded several diverse themes and results. After
analyzing and coding information from surveys, focus groups, and interviews the data revealed
six main overall themes; “highlights of the orientation program, social events attended, helpful
resources used, information sessions attended by students, challenges faced by international
students, and recommendations for a possible future resource fair.” All comments made under
the same theme were compared and combined to present the most relevant findings.
Highlights of the Orientation Experience
Data showed that 112 out of 117 (87%) of international students who filled out the fall
2015 post orientation survey rated their overall orientation experience as “good” or “excellent”
(Appendix A). All focus group and interview participants mentioned that their orientation
experience was helpful, fun, and informative. One focus group participant, a graduate student
from India stated, “Overall I guess the entire FIUTS orientation process was very well
managed.” Each participant discussed an array of programs, resources, and logistics that were
notable during their orientation experience.
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Although research participants had unique, individual reasons as to what was the
highlight of their orientation experience, reoccurring comments made by different research
participants made it easy to see commonalities. Many students experienced a smooth arrival and
check-in process; appreciated the various information sessions offered during the second week of
orientation; enjoyed the flexibility and ability to pick and choose the different aspects of
orientation participants wanted to attend; participated in the numerous opportunities to meet and
interact with new people; and appreciated the variety of games and activities offered through
FIUTS. The highlights of the general participant experience was best summed up by Iris, a
freshman from China: “I think that FIUTS did well in organizing all kinds of activities. I think
orientation is the best setting for them (students) to get comfortable with each other and get
comfortable with the environment.” While research participants slightly differed on what exactly
was the highlight of their orientation experience, many students agreed that one of the major high
points for them were the various social events.
Orientation Social Events
Students continually mentioned the strengths and usefulness of the social programming.
Social events and programs that were popular provided students with some type of meaningful
resource such as meeting new people, learning how to ride the local transit, and provided general
advice on American cultural norms. Programs that interview participants noted as being the
highlight of their orientation experience included the FIUTS Camp, Seattle Challenge, the
community barbeque, campus tours, and the boat cruise.
The FIUTS Camp and Seattle Challenge were specifically noted as a positive experience
in four out of eight (50%) of the interviews conducted (Appendix A). Ram, a graduate from India
who frequently talked about FIUTS Camp during his interview stated:
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I am talking about (FIUTS) Camp all the time because, (even though) we did have other
orientation events like the barbeque and the boat cruise, but what was different at camp
was that you could meet a group which wasn’t like you...
His comments were reiterated by several other research participants, that the FIUTS
Camp allowed students to meet people from other cultures easily and make friends.
The two programs that were mentioned most in frequency by interview participants were
the Seattle Challenge and the community barbeque. These particular social events allowed
students to make friends and get acquainted with local customs and norms. A PhD candidate
from Canada recalls the community barbeque as one of his favorite events, “I thought it was
impressive. It was large scale and very efficient and I met a lot of people that day.” Another
student stated during her interview that she liked the community barbeque because she had never
been to Gasworks Park before. “So then I went to Gasworks and then I realized why everybody
would talk about Gasworks so much,” she said. These accounts of students’ positive experiences
at these events indicated that social events are instrumental to orientation programming.
Helpful Resources
Pre-arrival emails. Pre-arrival emails were noted as one of the biggest resources used by
students to prepare for their entry into the United States. A resource chart was created to
highlight that 12 out of 43 (28%) comments made regarding all resources mentioned throughout
the focus group discussions emphasized the importance of pre-arrival emails (Focus Group
Coded Data Figure 2). Participants in the focus groups talked about useful pieces of information
they received from pre-arrival emails such as what to pack, reminders of when things needed to
be completed or what to bring with them, Seattle city transportation, information regarding
bicycles, transfers or transportation from the airport into the city, detailed information on
immigration documentation needed upon arrival, homestay and FIUTS program information,
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general information about Seattle and the UW, and student visa processing information. Focus
group participants repeatedly talked about remembering the advice on what to pack and the
documentation needed for their arrival into the U.S. in the pre-arrival emails.
While the majority of participants were satisfied with the information provided in prearrival emails, there were some suggestions made on how to improve the content of the emails.
One participant remarked that it is important to examine the timing of each pre-arrival email to
ensure they aren’t sent out too early. If the emails are sent prematurely, students may forget the
information. As RW, a Chinese graduate student said during a focus group, “It’s much more
useful to tell you several weeks before your arrival because if you tell too early it’s not useful for
you, you can’t remember all the stuff.” In addition to reviewing the timing of pre-arrival emails,
participants suggested incorporating student testimonials into future pre-arrival emails.
One participant suggested that pre-arrival emails should include testimonies or advice
from current international students at the UW. By having current international students share
their arrival experiences and what they learned within their first few months at the university
may help incoming international students prepare for their arrival. AB, an Indian graduate
student said:
Maybe they can send out emails from people who have been here for two or three years,
who actually come from outside of the U.S. so if they mention stuff about what they’ve
experienced in Seattle. Maybe what they got to know in their first few months, that’ll
help.
Welcome Folders & Guidebook. When discussing the resources that participants used
throughout orientation, much of what was noted was campus information and an orientation
program that was provided during the first week of check-in at UW. The majority of participants
mentioned using Welcome Folder materials to help them orient themselves with the university
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campus, the city, and as a reference for what for orientation programs they wanted to attend. The
post orientation survey showed that Welcome Folder materials were found “very helpful” by 53
out of 116 (46%) of respondents (Appendix A). Jane, a graduate student from India, noted that
she kept her Welcome Folder materials should she need them throughout her studies at the UW.
While FIUTS kept the printed orientation program booklets included in each Welcome
Folder, they also promoted the use of the smart phone application Guidebook which encouraged
digital use of orientation program information. A feature of the digital application allowed for
orientation participants to view and customize their orientation schedule by selecting information
sessions and social events they were interested in attending. One focus group member and
interview participant said he started using the application to help him plan and organize his own
FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation schedule. He said, “Because sometimes there
are information sessions you want to go to and there’s several occasions you can go but, you
know, you want to go to another one so it’s useful for your schedule.” While he appreciated the
flexibility and options the application allowed for, he would have liked for it to connect with his
existing digital calendar on his smart phone for greater convenience. Since the participant had
multiple orientations to attend he said, “I just wished it would connect to Google Calendar in
some way, so I could just transfer automatically instead of having two different calendars.” Since
42 of 117 (36%) survey respondents indicated they attended separate departmental orientations
during the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation (Appendix A), the suggestion of
improving the Guidebook application to merge digital calendars from other applications may be
something FIUTS should consider in the future.
Other technology. Many research participants stated they used non-FIUTS sponsored
technology to help them with finding housing, learning to navigate around Seattle, and meeting
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new people. In addition to using the Guidebook application, students used Facebook, Craigslist,
and other websites found through Google searches, to help them acclimate to life in the U.S and
find additional useful resources. Over 67% of survey participants indicated they used a Facebook
group or Craigslist listing as a way to find off campus housing for their academic study
(Appendix A). Niki, a graduate student from Nepal, used technology on her smart phone to help
her learn her surroundings and culturally adapt to using technology in the U.S. Niki said:
I don’t have a concept of streets and blocks. Like there’s no straight roads. You could just
go ask people “Where is this thing?” versus here (in the U.S.) you literally look at Google
Maps and then navigate around, so that was a cultural experience for me.
Technology also helped students meet new friends.
Avi, a freshman from India said he used Facebook to connect with people prior to
meeting them at the orientation:
I did meet quite a few people at the FIUTS orientation. I think there was around 80
people from India this year so we knew each other because of Facebook. The main
friendships I made (during orientation) was actually seeing the people I tracked
for months on Facebook. So, that was something that was really helpful and
FIUTS made it so we could actually meet each other and talk face to face.
While technology was a useful tool for students, people and other department orientations
were also used as a resource.
Alternative resources used by students. In addition to digital and printed resources
received during orientation, participants also utilized resources outside of FIUTS such as other
orientation programs attended through their department, T.A. conferences, and through friends
who currently lived in Seattle. Students in the focus groups and interviews continually expressed
using the people they lived with such as dorm mates, housemates, and roommates in addition to
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their classmates as a helpful resources. Students also used family members and friends who
currently lived in America as well as UW faculty and domestic students as important assets that
assisted them in their acclamation process. Students also used information provided to them
directly by their department or during their department’s orientation as a resource. Lastly,
students used independent exploration outside of the Fall 2015 International Student Orientation
to help them identify useful resources in and around campus as well as the greater Seattle area.
Information Sessions Attended by Students
Sessions students enjoyed. When participants were able to attend information sessions,
the feedback on the content of the session was generally positive. One participant mentioned
finding a lot of benefit in attending the UW Library Tour and learning about the Writing Center:
Well, for my life here as a student definitely the library tour was very useful. Just getting
around the resources, knowing that there are some resources that I did not, like I had no
idea that you could have somebody proof read one of your papers that you’re writing.
Another participant during a focus group said that she is now a huge advocate for the
Night Ride program which she learned about through the Campus Safety session:
I use the Night Ride if I have to go home if it’s raining and cold. And if I’m working
late ‘til 12. It happens a lot. So that was helpful and then I advertised it around (to
other students) a lot. So everyone in my lab uses Night Ride around campus. I’m like the
advocate for it.
Research participants continued to recount information sessions that they found
particularly relevant or useful. Sessions that were frequently mentioned as providing excellent
resources that the students used were: Banking in the U.S., International Student Health
Insurance Plan (ISHIP), General Safety and Crime Prevention, Internships and On Campus
Employment Options, and Ask an Academic Adviser. Sessions such as the International Student
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Health Insurance Plan (ISHIP), and the Health Services for Students at the UW particularly
offered useful information for students. One participant even mentioned using the services
provided by Hall Health months following the orientation as a result of the information session.
Other students distinctly remembered the sessions presented on immigrations processes and
maintaining their international student status. One Indian graduate student in a focus group stated
how useful the session entitled Visas and Travel was. He said, “There were like four or five
information sessions about visa processes and if you want to travel to, say Canada, what are you
supposed to do...those (sessions) were pretty useful.” FIUTS should consider keeping the
information sessions that students found most useful.
Sessions students disliked. While most of the feedback on the quality of the information
sessions was positive, there were two information sessions that stuck out as particularly
disappointing. The Scholarship 101: Getting Started in the Search session did not indicate in the
orientation program description that it was for undergraduates only. As a result, it did not feature
content desired by international graduate students who were seeking scholarship and funding
opportunities and was described as “a waste of time” by many graduate students interviewed.
One suggestion that came from this disappointment was a request to label the information
session descriptions when sessions are meant for certain classifications of students (freshmen,
transfer, exchange, graduate and professional students or visiting scholars). Another student
mentioned walking out of the session because of the content being more about experience
sharing and about grants in other countries as opposed to how grants were obtained in the United
States. Multiple students interviewed suggested looking at reworking the content of the session
to include graduate student scholarships, grants, and funding opportunities or creating a separate
session just for graduate students.
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The International Student Health Insurance Plan (ISHIP) session, while a useful topic for
students, was noted as being poorly presented. It did not address frequently asked questions that
students had and did not allow enough time at the end of the session for inquiries. Avi, a
freshman student from India described the session:
I think that one (information session) wasn’t really helpful in the sense that the questions
we had from reading the details of the insurance that weren’t really covered. What was
covered was the details of the insurance… it should have been more of a questions and
queries instead of just reading.
Understanding the information sessions that were useful in topic area but structured and
presented poorly can help FIUTS staff restructure the fall 2016 orientation information sessions
or provide feedback to session presenters to improve their presentations for future orientations.
Challenges Faced by International Students
International students faced a variety of different challenges upon their arrival and
throughout their orientation experience. While 112 out of 117 (96%) survey respondents
indicated there was nothing they needed help with that they did not receive the appropriate
assistance with (Appendix A), all participants in focus groups and interviews recalled some type
of challenge they faced on their arrival. Some research participants faced difficulty regarding the
submission of their immigration and university required documentation during Greeting Table.
Other students noted receiving confusing directions from FIUTS orientation staff. While
challenges typically varied, many graduate students voiced that they faced conflicts in
scheduling.
Challenges with scheduling. One major challenge faced by students was the conflicts in
timing between the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation and other mandatory
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orientations put on by the university and various departments. Since the participants in the focus
groups were all graduate students, many of them were required to participate in additional
orientations for their department, degree program, and for T.A. training. All four focus group
participants expressed difficulty in having to choose between orientations when scheduling
conflicts arose. Since most program and school orientations are mandatory, they were unable to
attend parts of FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation when program schedules
overlapped. Conflicts in timing also occurred when participants had other commitments such as
pre-arranged department advisor and professor meetings. One focus group participant was unable
to attend any information sessions due to conflicts in scheduling:
I did not attend any information sessions. Generally because it’s during the time of part of
my department orientation or T.A. conference or by the things of the school and College
of Engineering, my department. Even I had a professor meeting, it’s already arranged
so I was unable to go (to the information sessions).
To compound the issue, when participants did have free time to attend the FIUTS Fall
2015 International Student Orientation, they were faced with having to choose which
information session to attend. Some found it difficult to attend information sessions they would
have liked to due to the multiple information sessions happening at one time and a lack of
alternative session times for the same presentation. While some faced difficulties balancing
schedules and time, others found logistical issues to be challenging.
Challenges with logistics. Multiple concerns were mentioned by interview participants
regarding the logistics of getting settled. Both Ram and Justin T. detailed difficulties when
setting up a phone connection and bank account. To add to the stress of getting the amenities
needed, there was confusion surrounding when students need a Social Security Number. About
half of the students interviewed recalled issues with accommodations and finding housing upon
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their arrival. The challenges varied from not having enough space in a booked hotel room upon
arrival, to a safety concern when first coming to their house, to scheduling and coordinating
times with others to look for housing. Although interview participants detailed numerous
challenges, they also mentioned FIUTS orientation program aspects they disliked.
Disliked programs. While generally students listed diverse reasons for the aspects of
orientation they did not like, there were some common programs that were noted as particularly
unhelpful. The programs mentioned most frequently were campus tours, the Advising &
Orientation for freshman, and the Graduate Day. Campus tours did not meet participant
expectations in a variety of ways. Most common remarks regarded the limited area the tour took
place in and the lack of information regarding the buildings being shown. According to the post
orientation survey, the campus tours were ranked the least helpful of the orientation resources
and programs offered (Appendix A).
The mandatory program for all incoming freshman was put on by the First Year
Programs department at UW and was not organized by FIUTS. Freshman participants
interviewed believed that this session was boring and repetitive of the information given during
the FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation. The Graduate Day was an all-day
program planned and facilitated by FIUTS. Graduate students interviewed believed the program
was inactive, too slow paced, and long. While participants were candid about their challenges
and dislikes, they were also willing to provide suggestions on improving the quality of the
international student orientation.
Resource Fair Recommendations
FIUTS has proposed holding a resource fair next year in addition to the information
sessions. The purpose of the resource fair is to increase student access to resources and to
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provide information to students when they are unable to attend information sessions. The
resource fair would be in addition to information sessions. The focus group and interviewed
participants were asked to provide their thoughts and suggestions regarding this new possible
event. The first focus group composed of two people both mentioned that they thought a resource
fair is a good idea but instead of having it prior to orientation beginning, as proposed by FIUTS,
putting it at the end of the information session week. This would allow students who were unable
to attend information sessions a second opportunity to receive the information they desired about
campus services and departments. The second focus group composed of two different individuals
was slightly split on the feasibility of a resource fair. One participant mentioned that speeches
made by representatives at each table may be too lengthy or difficult for students to hear due to
crowding:
If they have an amplifier, there are like several ones (booths) together. How can people
listen to it (the speeches)? So, I think it’s a good idea but it’s like depending on the
volume that the international students can hear.
One participant said that from past experiences when students didn’t understand what
event was happening and saw a crowd in one room, students may become disinterested and leave
without visiting the event. Additionally, several interview and focus group participants
emphasized that, while a resource fair may be useful, it should not replace traditional information
sessions. Nearly all interviewed agreed that a resource fair would be a great opportunity for
students to receive important information. A comprehensive list was compiled of all research
participants’ recommendations for potential resource fair booths (Appendix E). All resources that
were mentioned by more than one person were indicated with an asterisk. While participants
were open with their suggestions for the resource fair, they also provided potential solutions for
common difficulties and challenges.
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Future Recommendations & Next Steps
Recommendations Addressing Scheduling
Despite that FIUTS offered multiple information sessions on the same topics as well as
offered a variety of different types of information sessions throughout the week, it was apparent
there was not enough opportunity for international students to attend the sessions they wanted.
While some information sessions were repeated to create greater opportunity for participants to
attend if they were unable to during the original session time, participants expressed it was not
enough and called for more repeated sessions. One participant said that FIUTS should look into
making orientation program dates earlier so that it wouldn’t conflict with other orientations.
Another potential way to ease the timing conflict could be starting some information sessions
after 4:00 pm. Participants also suggested checking with other departments and programs
regarding their orientation schedule before setting the dates and times of the FIUTS orientation
program. RW, a graduate student from China, commented on what he thought would resolve the
issue:
It’s not convenient for us and if FIUTS can check in more with other departments…I
think the department’s orientation is posted somewhere, even if the orientation isn’t
posted somewhere online, I think it is (more) convenient for FIUTS to contact the school
so they can check with them on the orientation time (of other departments).
Recommendations for Specific Program Days
Participants from all classifications had recommendations for Advising & Orientation
programming and Graduate Day. For the Advising & Orientation program, Mary suggested that
speakers slow down when presenting information so that international students can understand
more clearly. In addition, Avi suggested making the all-day program not mandatory to attend
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since much of the material is repeated from the FIUTS International Student Orientation. To
improve the Graduate Day program Akshay suggested having current international students on
the panel discussions share more information, especially regarding different department
assistantships, how to obtain scholarships, and how to approach professors. Justin T. suggested
that instead of reading information directly from the website about visa regulations, summing up
the major points and telling students where to go if they would like more information.
Recommendations for Pre-Arrival Resources
Suggestions made by interview participants were not limited to programs and orientation
timing. They also provided recommendations on improving the initial arrival and pre-arrival
resources available to students. Many students interviewed made specific comments on how to
improve the content of the pre-arrival emails. Avi recommended adding details in the emails that
pertain to life specifically at the UW. He mentioned that emails should put in more nuanced
items like how to address professors once on campus and what the classroom culture is generally
like in the U.S. Justin T. noted the importance of additional information to be provided on social
norms and behavior such as LGBTQ acceptance and its openness in the Seattle area. Jane
suggested the need for emails to provide information on how to connect with current students
and provide alternatives to the FIUTS short term homestay program. This theme of connection to
current international students at the UW and mentorship was echoed by numerous interview
participants.
Recommendations for Greeting Table & Check-In
While many students called for greater use of current international students as mentors
and resources, they also suggested improving the technology used during orientation. This
included adding a chat box feature for students to connect with one another and a direct link to
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Google Calendar within the Guidebook smart phone application. The idea of enhancing existing
resources was not limited to technology and current students. Comments varied on improving the
Greeting Table by increasing access to resources, such as having longer check-in hours, having a
representative from International Student Services remain at the FIUTS office during and one
week following the orientation to answer frequently asked student questions, and providing
clearer orientation signage around campus.
Conclusions
The research sought out to learn about the experiences of international students at the
FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation. It also explored aspects of the orientation
programming that can be modified to address the needs and challenges that international students
face during their transition to life in the U.S. and studying at the UW. Conclusions from the input
of students can be made to alter and enhance the existing orientation program. Considering
recommendations from previous research, collecting data from participants of the most recent
FIUTS International Student Orientation, and reviewing key themes and student
recommendations can bring useful insights for FIUTS staff to improve future orientation
programming.
Practical Applicability
If FIUTS considers the feedback from the international students who participated in the
FIUTS Fall 2015 International Student Orientation, they can further enhance an already
successful orientation program. Not only would FIUTS benefit from implementing these
changes, the international students would be an obvious beneficiary of the improved
programming, too. Understanding international student needs is of primary importance to FIUTS
when creating an orientation program that prepares students to acclimate to life in the U.S. and at
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the UW. By identifying parts of the orientation that are done well and that need improvement,
FIUTS can select appropriate resources, departments, and services that international students
need most. Since the program incorporates the services provided on campus at the UW, this can
also benefit new potential student services that aren’t being presented at the international student
orientations. This enhances awareness and increases usage of the offered services and
departments at the UW, providing mutually beneficial results. Lastly, the entire institution can
potentially see positive results from an improved international student orientation program. If the
University of Washington is seen as an institution that is responsive to international student
needs, it can enhance its reputation in the global community.
Recommendations for Further Research
While the research conducted provided useful insight into the experiences of international
students at the UW and helped identify aspects of the orientation program that can be enhanced
for the future, there are still many questions left unanswered. One major element of the study that
was not addressed was the experiences of transfer and exchange students as well as visiting
scholars. Further research needs to be conducted to explore the experiences of these
classifications of students. Additionally, the study did not include the experiences of students
from Oceania, Africa, Europe, or South America. By incorporating greater diversity within the
research participant pool, the input, suggestions, and experiences of these students may either
affirm or contradict some of the findings found in this study. Lastly, the study did not include the
thoughts or reflections of FIUTS staff, FIUTS facilitators, or UW staff. The opinions and
experiences of these groups that plan and facilitate the orientation program would be useful to
bring a variety of perspectives on reasoning for orientation programming choices, the plausibility
of incorporating student suggestions, and the naming of current constraints the organization faces
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when facilitating the orientation programming. Exploring these additional avenues of inquiry
would shed more light on how programming can be modified to address the needs and
challenges that international students face during the transition to life in the United States and
studying at the University of Washington.
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Appendix B

Focus Group Questions
Before you begin the focus group: Ask each participant to introduce themselves by their pseudonym for
the recording. Also remind the students that the recorded answers will be published under their
pseudonym.

1. What was your overall impression of orientation?
2. What events, programs, or resources have helped you adjust to life in the United States
and the Seattle Community?
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a. Did you participate in a homestay?
b. Go to an orientation social event?
c. Participate in Dawg Daze?
3. Were you able to receive the pre-arrival orientation emails? What information was
helpful and what information wasn’t covered that you would have liked to have known
prior to arrival?
4. Upon arrival at the University of Washington, how was your orientation check-in
process? Did you participate in Greeting Tables (September 14-18)? Was it helpful?
5. Did you have any unanticipated difficulties upon your arrival? What were they? How
could they have been handled differently?
6. During orientation did you attend any information sessions? Which ones were the most
helpful? How about the least helpful? If you did not attend, why not?
7. Part of orientation is to help you identify different resources on campus. Have you used
any of the resources since the beginning of the quarter?
Footnote: Some resource highlighted throughout orientation were the Writing Center,
Undergraduate Advising, Police, RSO clubs, Greek Life, Libraries, International Student
Services
8. An idea has been proposed to have a resource fair at orientation, with multiple campus
offices and organizations with tables for students to explore. Would you have attended
such an event? Why or why not? What resources do you think would be most useful at
the fair?
9. Did you come with another person to the University of Washington? (Parents, sibling,
friend, spouse, children, chaperone, etc…) Did the person you come with attend
orientation with you? What parts? What was the experience like for them?
10. What do you think would have made your orientation experience better?

Appendix C
FIUTS Focus Group Notes
Focus Group #1
Question 1:
The orientation was helpful
Every need that I thought I had was answered
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Question 2:
Loved the football game
Helpful to remember to update home address when get to campus
Additional information on insurance for international students would be helpful
The barbeque was really fun
Still see about 10 friends from the FIUTS orientation on a regular basis
Friendships formed during orientation events
Felt like a lot of orientations with FIUTS orientation, college orientations, department
orientations, and adviser meetings. Very intense to attend all of them, and often the meeting
times conflicted with each other.
Question 3:
Nice to receive e-mails from FIUTS before arriving
One participant remembered that he received eight FIUTS e-mails
Helpful to receive information about rain gear for the Seattle weather
Visa information was well-covered by FIUTS
The e-mails were well-timed
Additional information on how to get from the airport to UW would be helpful
Question 4:
Hardest part of moving was finding a place to live in Seattle
Found housing through Craigslist
It was stressful trying to arrange housing ahead of time
FIUTS could not have done anything else to help with housing
Check-in table was very helpful
Thorough campus tour
The check-in table materials were helpful—liked the checklists included
Campus map was helpful
The check-in table directed participant to helpful people—liked the U.S. Bank table and Campus
Sims.
Banking is difficult for international students-great to have a bank available that understands
Xfinity check-in was helpful
There were six people on the campus tour from the Chemistry Department-great making friends
Question 5:
The top information session was the library session—met good librarians and received a very
thorough overview of library system;
Session on public speaking was excellent. Participant knew that he would be a Teaching
Assistant, so great to practice public speaking skills;
Information from police was great—good to sign up for e-mails from campus police and learn
about late night transportation options;
Hall Health was a good resource, especially because of knee problems
Insurance session was helpful
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Disliked information session about external funding because it was aimed at undergraduates. Felt
like a waste of time for a graduate student.
Question 6:
Resource fair sounds like a good idea. Include Hall Health and CLUE, as well as the Center for
Learning and Teaching
Timing of the fair is important—one participant was required to do field work, which conflicted
with some FIUTS sessions.
Question 7:
One participant came alone
One participant came with a friend. Friend was impressed by how well FIUTS had prepared.
They attended one information session together and part of a campus tour (left early).
Did not attend a lot of FIUTS sessions because a friend was in town.
Question 8:
One idea is to make clear whether activities/sessions are aimed at undergraduates or graduates.
Make clear in the orientation materials.
Include LGBTQ information in sessions. There were sessions in which speakers could have
addressed LGBTQ concerns.
Another idea is to help students keep track of how many credits they need to be registered for.
Advisers are out of touch with international students and their needs. Students have to do a lot to
learn about departmental requirements.
FIUTS has a long orientation.
FIUTS did a better orientation than the participant’s college or department.
It felt tiresome to attend several orientation sessions.
Guidebook and app:
One participant downloaded the app and found it helpful
Would be helpful to link the app to one’s Gmail calendar
One participant prefers printed materials
Make orientation one day shorter
Transition to Seattle was seamless
FIUTS e-mails were very helpful.
Went to Halloween party
Went to Portland with FIUTS last year
Hikes are great activities. Since most students don’t have cars, provided transportation is great.
FIUTS Focus Group Notes
Focus Group #2
Question 1:
Really liked the orientation
Two weeks of orientation
A lot of fun
Met a lot of people
Attended boat cruise
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Chance to meet different people in different disciplines
Question 2:
Went to nearly all events
Aquarium, treasure hunt, pub quiz, Seattle city challenge
Used public transportation
Boat cruise allowed one participant to talk with others easily
Question 3:
May or June, received nine to ten total e-mails
One participant already knew most of the information in the introductory e-mails, wishes the
information went deeper;
E-mails tailored specifically to students who have experience in the U.S. would be helpful
The introductory e-mails were too general, most people could find the information online by
themselves
Question 4:
One participant had a bad experience at customs in the airport. It took a long time to get through;
One participant did not realize that carts at the airport cost money to rent and had a lot of
baggage
FIUTS could provide a welcome at the airport
Send information on how to pay for baggage carts at the airport
Send information on how to navigate the airport
Finding housing in Seattle was a challenge
The Indian Student Association was very helpful
Not sure that FIUTS could have done more to help with housing
Three friends who work at Amazon were helpful with finding housing
Question 5:
Check-in table was open for four days
One participant arrived on September 1st and wanted to do more before the FIUTS orientation
started
The check-in table lines were long
Not sure where line started or ended
Difficult to find the check-in table
Confusing check-in process
Should include more directions about how to find and navigate the check-in table

Question 6:
One participant attended four to five information sessions
Could improve the campus tour—too short. Should do segments of the tour over a few days
Conflicts between departmental orientations and other meetings
Some weekend events conflicted with schedule
Some information sessions should be offered multiple times
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One participant would attend a resource fair if it did not conflict with department schedule
A resource fair doesn’t seem feasible—too loud, too many people in one room
One participant felt that FIUTS should have a resource fair and information sessions
One participant shared that ISS did a resource fair and felt that it was confusing
Question 7:
A friend came on the campus tour, but he/she was better informed than the campus tour guide
Question 8:
The FIUTS orientation was fun and well-organized. Little needs to be done to improve it.
FIUTS could organize events more often as the demand for them is high
A session on how to do U.S. taxes would be very helpful. The ASE union doesn’t provide any
information sessions and it’s a very confusing process to file taxes.
Appendix D

Interview Questions
Once I start recording: Ask the participant to introduce himself/herself by their pseudonym for the
recording. Have them state their home country and classification in school.

1. What were some of your most memorable moments during orientation? Can you list at
least 3 things that you enjoyed most during the orientation? How about least? What are
you suggestions for changing parts of orientation that were unappealing or unnecessary?
2. What orientation events, programs, or resources were the most useful to you in adjusting
to life in the United States and the Seattle Community? Did you do anything
independently that helped you adjust to U.S. culture? What specifically?
3. Describe your arrival and check-in process at the University of Washington. Did you
have any unanticipated difficulties? What were they? How could they have been handled
differently?
4. During orientation did you attend any information sessions? If so, which sessions? Which
ones were the most helpful? How about the least helpful? If you did not attend, why not?
Could you suggest topics for information sessions that you think would be interesting or
important to international students?
5. Did you attend an Advising & Orientation session, Graduate Day, or Exchange Day? If
you attended, tell me about your experience.
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6. If we had a resource fair during orientation, do you think students would attend it? Why
or why not? What resources do you think would be most useful at the fair? What
resources would you have personally used?
7. Looking back on your orientation experience, what do you think is important for FIUTS
to know about your experience? What should FIUTS should be mindful of when planning
programming for incoming international students?
Appendix E

Suggestions for Resource Fair at the FIUTS Fall 2016 International Student
Orientation
Suggestions made more than once contain an *
























Hall Health*
CLUE*
Information on U.S. tax system (and assistance on filling out W-2 & W-4 forms for
employment)
Writing Center*
Academic Advisors
Housing and Food Services (on campus housing options)*
Department student teams (different departments have teams and clubs, i.e., the
Mechanical department)
Student Technology Fee (for projector and iPad rentals)
The Career Center (go and talk with staff to set up appointments)*
RSO’s (country specific clubs, sports, graduate clubs, GPSS, ASUW)*
o Have contact information available since not all clubs will be able to be present.
Information on English speaking courses offered
Information on Writing courses offered
Different majors and academic departments (and materials on major requirements)*
Libraries (including Eastern Asian library)*
HUB
Copy Centers
International Student Services (ISS)*
Campus Police*
UW Counseling Center*
IMA (information on the classes they offer)*
Q Center
CORE program
ISHIP (insurance program)
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UW Administration (student transcripts department) or information on where to submit
student transcripts

One suggestion mentioned multiple times was having the resource fair at the end of the
information session week rather than at the beginning. This would allow for students to settle in,
increase attendance, and seek information from services and departments that they were unable
to attend information sessions for. Students may also choose social events over attending a
resource fair if it is at the beginning of orientation.
Other considerations are space (crowding and chaos of so many students in one area), noise (not
being about to hear representative presentations at their booths), and access (long lines to popular
booths).
It is imperative receive information on when the resource fair is and what it is to lessen
confusion and increase attendance.
Pamphlets and materials should be available to students to keep. Possibly advise students to hold
on to the materials as they may be useful throughout their studies at the UW (and possibly after).

Tables & Figures
Focus Group Coded Data Table A
Focus Group #1 Remarks noted in red
Focus Group #2 Remarks noted in blue
Remarks made in both focus groups are in black
Highlights

Challenges

Dislikes

Suggestions

Events &
Activities
-football game
-Community
BBQ (made
friends)
-Campus tour
(made friends)
-aquarium
(made friends)
-boat cruise
(good
environment to
talk to people)

Conflicts in
schedule
(during
orientation)
-Different
orientations
overlapping in
time &
scheduling
-Advisor and
professor
meetings
-Information
Session conflicts

Information
Sessions
-External
Funding for
int’l students
(not identified
for grad
students, poorly
done)

Desired at
Resource Fair
-Hall Health
-CLUE
-ISS
-Info on taxes,
payroll forms for
student employees

Other
-Campus Tour
(not fast
enough, not
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Resources

Resources Used
-Address update
at Greeting
Table
-Information on
insurance
-Welcome folder
pamphlets
-Campus map
-timing of resource -Campus Tour
fair suggested for
-Guidebook app
after info sessions -Paper program
(resource fair after -map of bus
info sessions
route

ORIENTATION
-Seattle
Challenge (met
new people,
got use to the
city, used bus
system, saw
famous Seattle
sites)
-Pub Quiz
(made friends)
Other
-social aspect
of orientation
-making
friends
-orientation
programs
allows for
flexibility
-mandatory
programs are
noted
-create your
own schedule
(especially
using
Guidebook
app)
-Program had
good
descriptions
-learned about
university
-learned where
things are
located
-met people
from other
programs
-learned how to
contact
university
-FIUTS broke
down info from
their site

(had to choose
between 2 which
to attend)
-Field work
(program
commitments)
-Couldn’t attend
info sessions and
activities due to
dept orientation
& TA conference
Other
-finding housing
(both prior and
on arrival)
-No social
security number
to set up bank
account
-LGBTQ issues
not addressed
except at grad
fair
-Advisors &
School
Employers and
not
knowledgeable
regarding int’l
regulations/issues
-required to
attend to many
orientations on
arrival (FIUTS,
dept, school)
-Didn’t know
about the
Guidebook app
(2014
participant)
-Wanted to
submit I-20 and
get Husky Card
before

interested in
buildings seen,
many parts of
campus unseen,
no history
given, not long
enough, no
details about
buildings,
important
buildings
skipped, left
tour to
independently
see campus
with friend)
-Long lines at
Greeting Table
and didn’t
know where to
entire line

allows for second
chance at info)
-ensure resource
fair doesn’t
conflict with other
orientations
-resource fair may
encounter issues
with length of
speeches at stalls,
time that students
have to listen,
access to the
booths they want
to attend due to
crowding, sound
difficulties (with
and without
amplifiers), lack of
student interest
due to confusion
about event
Other
-Address whether
programs/activities
are for grads or
undergrads
-Include LGTBQ
information in
sessions or
handouts (possibly
include in prearrival info)
-Need for person
to provide Q&A to
int’l students about
documentation &
registration issues
-Link Guidebook
app to G-mail
calendar
-Make orientation
a day shorter
-Provide
assistance to
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Vendors
-U.S. Bank
-Campus SIMS
-Xfinity
Resources Not
Use
-Homestay
Program
-Dawg Daze
Other
Resources
-T.A. conference
-Program
orientation
-School &
Program specific
orientation
-Friends who
lived in Seattle
-FIUTS
facilitator
friends
Pre-Arrival
Emails
-What to pack
-Reminders of
what is needed
to be
done/countdown
-City
transportation
-Bicycling info
-Airport
transfers
-Documentation
needed for
arrival
-Homestay
information
-Program
information

ORIENTATION
-Greeting
Table available
for four days,
for almost
entire day
-orientation
was organized
well

orientation but
couldn’t

students at airport
(even if they
student has to pay
extra)
-Find volunteers or
have stations at
airport to welcome
students
-Team up with
Indian Student
Association to
help connect
students with temp
housing
-Consider a larger
space for greeting
table like a
ballroom
-Provide more
signage for
Greeting Table
lines
-Provide more
details on campus
tour and divide the
tour into sections
of campus (with
possibly covering
different sections
different days)
-Check with other
depts regarding
their orientation
schedule
-move info
sessions earlier to
not overlap with
other orientations
-Arrange multiple
info sessions
(more choice in
timing)
-try starting some
info sessions after
4 pm

Airport Issues
-Trouble with
Customs
-Misdirection
and confusion
-Issues with
luggage and
paying for carts
-Difficulty
finding people to
assist or identify
airport staff
-Confusion
where transport
is located
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-divided into
themes
-basic info about
Seattle and UW
-Where to send
packages
-Visa info
Information
Sessions
-Writing Center
-Library tour
-Public
Speaking
session (T.A.
conference)
-Campus safety
-Hall Health
-Visa Processes
-What to do if
you want to
travel (ISS
session)
Resources Used
from Info
Sessions
-Hall Health
-Insurance
Program
-Night Ride
Resources used
with int’l
student
companion
-Greeting table
-Campus tour
(both student
companions
didn’t enjoy the
tour)
-Husky Card

ORIENTATION
Pre-Arrival
Emails
-examine the
timing to ensure
they aren’t sent
too early (students
will forget info)
-provide info that
is not able to be
found online
(more detailed
info)
-tailor emails for
students who have
knowledge about
U.S. (deeper than
just basics)
-include
testimonies or
advice from int’l
students about
their arrival and
experiences (what
they got to know
in their first few
months)

Focus Group Coded Data Figure 1
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Focus Group Coded Data Figure 2

Resources Subcategories
Resources Used

Vendors Used

7%

Resoures Not Used

18%

7%

Other Resources Used

16%

7%
5%
12%

Resources Used from Pre-Arrival
Emails
Information Sessions Attended

28%
Resources Used from Information
Sessions
Resources Companions of
International Students Assisted With
or Took Part In

Interview Student Demographics Figure 3
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Demographics of Students Interviewed

India

China

Nepal

Canada

Interview Coded Data Table B (Iris)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
-Campus tour
-Boat Cruise
-Information
Sessions (good
range of topics)

Programs
-A&O online
session (both
online and on
campus – some
info overlap with
FIUTS)

Programs

Programs

Resource Fair
-Writing Center
-Advisor info
- Different
academic depts.
-Housing
(dorms)

Information
Sessions
-Scholarship
session
-Banking
Session
-Finding an
Academic
Advisor
-A&O Session

Programs
-Seattle
Challenge
-Community
BBQ

Other
-games or
introduction
workshops
-Opportunities
to meet people
(in general, not
program
specific)
-FIUTS does
well organizing
activities

Other
-Orientation
program was long
-Students come
early nothing to do
-Directions
-Where to print
documents

Other
-Try to make
students feel
comfortable
-Allow time to
adjust
-More activities
outside

Resources Used
from info
sessions
-Writing Center
-CLUE
-Undergrad
Advisor
Other
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-Information
Sessions
(various)
-Traveling
independently
-Talking to
other students
(especially
locals)
-Guidebook app
-Dorm mates
-Department
-Make
orientation one
week
Interview Coded Data Table C (Akshay)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
-Seattle
Challenge
-Homestay
program (host
kind and
supportive)
-Panel
Discussions
(during first
week)
-Information
Session

Programs

Programs

Programs

Programs

Information
Session
-Scholarship
information
session (for
undergrads not
grads)

Information
sessions
-More info
sessions for
graduate
students
-Scholarships
-Jobs
-Visa
information
(types,
procedures, after
graduating)

-Seattle
Challenge (met
friends, got to
know city)
-Graduate Day

-Seattle
Challenge After
Party

Other
-Overlaps in
timing with
sessions
-more sessions
Other
-Information
times for same
easily accessible info session
(helped with
arrival process)

Resource Fair
-Ensure students
know to come
early
- Department
teams (student
teams could
showcase ex,
Mechanical
dept)
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Information
Sessions
-Banking
Session
-Bicycling in
Seattle
Resources Used
from info
sessions
Other
-T.A.
Conference
-Explored city
on own
-Icebreaker
sessions

-Several
information
sessions due to
another
orientation

ORIENTATION
-Classes
(academic)
Other
-Have senior
-accommodation
provide more
hunting (met
info during
others through
panel discussion process)
(Graduate Day) -Independently
-More
settled in (bank
information on
account,
assistantships,
explored campus
scholarships,
and libraries,
how to approach visited depts.,
professors (for
and spoke to
grad students)
people)
Interview Coded Data Table D (Avi)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
-FIUTS camp
(spending
longer time with
friends)
-Seattle
Challenge
(comfort using
bus system)
-International
orientation at
Meany (A&O
session)

Programs

Programs

Programs

Programs

-Campus Tour
(didn’t see entire
campus, too short)
-A&O session
(online was only
for registration
and was too long,
on campus session
was repetitive of
previous
information)

-Campus tour
should include
how to get to
different places
(especially how
to get to
different
classes, include
more buildings,
provide some
information on
the buildings)

Other
-FIUTS
programs
allowed students
to connect (after
connecting on
Facebook)
-check-in
smooth because
was in U.S.
before coming
to Seattle

Information
Session
-Insurance session
(cover details not
in literature, not
enough time for
questions, repeat
session)
-Library tours
were clashing with
other major events
so couldn’t attend

-Seattle
Information
Challenge (get
Sessions
to see people’s
-Library tour
everyday life,
and different
communities)
-FIUTS camp
(allowed to meet
people)
-Community
BBQ
-Survival Tips
for Huskies

Information
sessions
-repeat
insurance
session and
allow more time
for questions
-repeat
academic
misconduct
session
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Sessions
-Academic
Misconduct
Resources Used
from info
sessions
Other
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Other
-no way to verify
if immigration
documents were
fine
-Didn’t know
Writing Center
existed
-Difficult to get
appointment at
The Career Center
-No one at
Greeting Table
reminded about
getting Husky
Card

-Need
information
session on
libraries (and
using resources
in the library
like the
whiteboards,
knowing they
don’t have to
reserve rooms in
Allen)
-Schedule
information
sessions so they
don’t clash with
major campus
events
Resource Fair
-Writing Center
-Student
Technology Fee
(for projector
and iPad
rentals)
-The Career
Center (go and
talk with staff)
Other
-need more
information on
details such as
how to address
professors, how
classes will be,
what the dorms
look like
-longer check-in
hours
-have groups
leaving from
Lander to
Community
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-Prior
knowledge of
American
culture (stayed
with host family
previously, has
family here)
-Independent
sightseeing with
parents (saw
Ballard Locks,
Boeing factory,
Bellevue,
downtown)
-Facebook (used
to meet friends)
-Students
currently on
campus for EFS
(what to pack,
what to buy,
about the dorms,
picture of the
university)

ORIENTATION
BBQ for shorter
walk
-A&O session
should not be
required (since
all the material
has been
previously
presented,
session takes
too much time)
-Greeting Table
staff should
remind students
to get Husky
Cards and give
directions to get
it
Interview Coded Data Table E (Ram)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
-FIUTS camp
(helped when
meeting or
approaching
people through
activities,
meeting people
from other
countries,
playing widely
understood
games like
UNO, helped
with talking
with people
back on campus
later)
-boat cruise

Programs

Programs

Programs

-Overlap in timing
with boat cruise
and aquarium
(students couldn’t
attend both)
-Graduate Day not
very active

Information
sessions

Programs
-FIUTS camp
-boat cruise
-Community
BBQ
-Graduate Day

Other

Information
Session
-confused by
description of
session (expecting
something else)
Other
-poor descriptions
of events (didn’t
understand what
would happen

Resource Fair
-extracurricular
activities
(RSOs, country
specific clubs,
sports, English
speaking
courses, writing
courses)
-different
academic
departments
-Housing and
Food Services
-Career Services
Other
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Vendors
-Campus SIMS
Information
Sessions
-Career Services
-Getting to
know Seattle
area
-Session on
traveling out of
country
(possibly
different
orientation by
ISS)

-Seattle
Challenge
(might attend
next orientation)

ORIENTATION
-Many
interesting
activities
-Welcome
Folders (info
given verbally
and in
materials)
-Independently
exploring
Seattle (helping
with
adjustment)
-information on
documentation
was provided
prior to arrival
(made
orientation
smooth)
-once
documents were
submitted, was
not worried

during social
events)
-Filling out
address during
Greeting Table
(only had
temporary
address)
-Learning social
norms about
talking to people
(when first
meeting/how to
approach)
-Being sick when
arriving meant
was able to
explore or come to
the campus
-setting up mobile
connection and
bank account
(prior to
orientation)
-Social Security
Number (unsure
whether it was
needed)
-scheduling
looking at
accommodations
-getting a mobile
connection (how
to do it in the
U.S.)
-other programs
like boat cruise
and the BBQ don’t
have same feel as
camp
-department
orientation (how
to register for
courses that are
full)

-Provide
reminder slips to
students who
don’t want to fill
out address at
Greeting Table
-Have camp-like
activities
throughout
orientation
(create small
diverse groups
of 10 to
participate in
orientation
together and
share
informationgroups can be
changed up to
meet new
people)
-make it clear
what types of
vendors will be
at orientation
-information
given during
Career Services
info session
should be given
to all students
-have more
programs the
first week of
orientation
-create an on
campus FIUTS
camp (to help
make new
friends)
-Condense
check-in into
one or two days
and the rest
activities
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Resources Used
from info
sessions
Other
-Guidebook app
(used for
scheduling and
tote)
-FIUTS
organizers
-asking current
international
students
-Friend that
currently lived
in Seattle (house
hunting)
-Independently
adjusted to
culture by
walking around
downtown
-Facebook
(making friends)
-Orientation
program booklet

ORIENTATION
-questions about
tuition payment
-didn’t know
resource
assistance for
T.A.s
-had to go
multiple places to
get information to
frequently asked
questions

-bulletin board
with housing,
phone
information,
where to buy
goods, get
services (best
pricing),
photocopies,
photos, driver’s
license
-add chat and
comment box to
Guidebook
-have senior
mentors
available for
each country or
region (possibly
first day only)

Interview Coded Data Table F (Mary)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Programs
-FIUTS camp
(games)
-aquarium
(never been to
one before)
-Seattle
Challenge (learn
transport and
city)

Programs
-A&O session not
interesting and
long (spoke
English too fast,
saw people
sleeping,
information
already provided
through FIUTS
orientation,
students didn’t
understand the
info)
-Freshman Day is
too formal (A&O)

Other
-Met new
people during
events and
activities (gave
opportunities to
communicate)
-FUITS
orientation fun -International

Information
Session
-CLUE (too
general, no time

Programs

Resources Used

Programs
-FIUTS camp
-Provide more
-aquarium
details on events -Seattle
and make them
Challenge
more attractive
(know how to
so more people
find
will attend
international
district)
-Community
Information
BBQ (met
sessions
-how to do
friends)
research using
-Husky
the library
Experience
(never used a
(good general
library before)
tips)
-Interesting
places in Seattle Information
Sessions
-Campus and
Resource Fair
Dorm life
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Didn’t
Participate

Programs

ORIENTATION
Welcome
Ceremony was
interesting and
could
understand
professors and
speakers
because they
spoke slowly
-FIUTS
orientation was
very helpful

for questions, too
many people,
didn’t use
resource because
doesn’t know
what it does,
doesn’t know time
of tutoring
sessions)
Other
-Booked hotel
room used on
arrival was too
small (for student
plus parents)
-Received email
from school
saying document
was missing
(needed to be
turned in within 7
days, doc sent
from China)
-Didn’t know
what orientation
would be like and
what to wear to it

-different
majors and
departments
(and major
requirements)
-IMA
-Housing
around campus
- Eastern Asian
library

-Campus Safety
Resources Used
from info
sessions

Other
-Sessions on
American
culture
-Independently
-timing may not travelled to
be ideal prior to parks (with
orientation
friends and
(students just
parents)
arrive and don’t -Revisited
know what to do places around
yet)
Seattle seen
during Seattle
Challenge
Other
-Make
-talked with
directions and
faculty to learn
signage clearer
about American
during Greeting culture
Table (where to -Classes (able to
get Husky
meet people)
Cards, hand in
-Other activities
materials)
and parties
-provide clearer outside of
instructions on
FIUTS
what to do next -Dawg Daze
during Greeting (attended
Table
carnival,
-FIUTS should
concert, Husky
make a list of all Kick Off)
required
documents
needed by
student (in
addition to
immigration
docs)
-create video for
University 101
stating what to
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ORIENTATION
do or bring
before arrival
Interview Coded Data Table G (Niki)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Programs
-Campus tour
(made friends
within same
program)
-Community
BBQ (had never
been to
Gasworks Park
before)

Programs

Programs

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
Programs
-Husky football
game (helped
Information
Information
learn the rules of
Session
sessions
-Hall Health
-Legal services
American
(didn’t say where
(or ISS) to talk
football)
it was located,
about basic legal -Community
insurance plan
criteria to stay in BBQ
complicated)
the U.S. (OPT,
-Seattle
CPT and
Challenge
corporate
-Graduate Day
Other
-Information given sponsorships,
(teaching
Vendors
-Xfinity (was
during orientation how to find
workshop, how
able to get
not well
employment)
to present
internet)
documented (a lot
research,
of verbal, not as
information on
Resource Fair
much printed)
homework and
Other
-Greeting Table -Would be told to -resource fair
cultural norms)
address change
visit different
should not be
(was able to
departments but
first day (at end Information
complete on
not given
of info sessions Sessions
computer at
directions)
because students -Campus Safety
check-in)
-Needed more
might not attend (don’t walk
-Social events
information on
the first day due home alone at
helped under
legal matters since to settling down night)
basic socializing it was a top
and attending
-Teaching (T.A.
etiquette and
priority (I-20’s,
other social
workshop)
gave activity
how many credits events)
ideas to do with to take, how to
-HUB
Resources Used
friends (enjoyed remain in the
-Copy Center
from info
them very
country legally)
-Hall Health
sessions
much)
-Found it
-International
-Maintained
challenging to
Student Office
Other
friends with
connect and find
(ISS)
-Invited friends
others met
common ground
-Campus Police and classmates
during
with Americans
-CLUE
to do activities
orientation (still -Difficult being
-UW
together (lunch,
attends FIUTS
away from family Counseling
BBQ’s, go to
the bar)
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ORIENTATION
events with
these friends)

-Figuring out
products and
choices (cheese,
chili)
-Didn’t know I-94
card could be
found online (also
didn’t know what
it was needed for)
-Confused that
ISS and FIUTS
were separate
entities

Center (mental
health)
-IMA (info on
classes they
offer)
Other
-Suggests living
with someone
who is not
international or
who has lived in
U.S. before
-Have an ISS
representative in
FIUTS office
for first two
weeks to answer
questions
(increases
accessibility)
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-Roommate
(helped with
settling in,
getting the
apartment,
airport pick up,
pre-planning,
how to split
bills, general
support and
help)
-Craigslist
-Chemistry
orientation
(presented at
this year)
-Sister in
America (mailed
her cell phone)
-Google Maps
(for navigation)
-Google
(internet
researched
things not
understood)
-Other Nepali
students (not
seen often
because they are
so few of them)
-self (took
initiative to
reach out and
meet people)
-ISS (during
first few week
went every day)
-FIUTS
personnel (help
give directions
to ISS and other
campus
resources)
-Pre-arrival
emails (packing,

ORIENTATION
directions from
airport)
Interview Coded Data Table H (Justin T.)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
-Community
BBQ (met a lot
of people, very
efficient)

Programs
-Campus Tour
(too slow, shown
buildings that
aren’t of interest,
didn’t see Mary
Gates Hall,
dropped out after
15 minutes)
-Graduate Day
(repeated
information on
website,
information
sessions were too
slow, too long)

Programs
-Graduate Day
-Community
BBQ

Programs

-Information
Sessions
(especially the
library tour)
-Hall Health
(answer
questions about
what was
available)
-Graduate Day
(resource fair
tables)
Other
-Much of
orientation was
not mandatory
(this allowed to
pick and choose
what to attend)
-Entry into the
U.S. went
smoothly
-Had housing
prior to arrival
(made coming
to UW smooth)
-Easy to
culturally adapt
because from
Canada (no

Programs
Information
sessions
Resource Fair
-Q Center
-UW
Counseling
Center
-CORE program
-Support
resources
-RSO’s (some,
not all)

Vendors
-U.S. Bank
(didn’t need
Social Security
Number)
-Campus SIMS
(best deal)

Information
Sessions
-Library tour
-Would be a
(understanding
way to get info
and navigating
Information
from info
resources,
Session
-Grants &
sessions that
people to proof
Funding (for
weren’t attended read papers,
undergrads, poorly
how to utilize
done)
-Concerned
librarians,
-Insurance (should there would be
answer
integrate questions too many people questions,
into presentation) at resource fair
gamebrary)
and can’t reach
-Hall Health
table
-Insurance
Other
-College of
(lacked info)
Environment
Other
orientation was
-Connect
Resources Used
long and repetitive Guidebook with from info
of FIUTS
Google
sessions
orientation
Calendar
-Q Center
-Most banks
-Graduate Day
Events (from
require a Social
presentations:
Graduate Day
Security Number
instead of
resource fair)
to set up an
reading website,
account
point out where Other
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Information
Session
-composition
and writing
courses
-resources for
multilingual
students

ORIENTATION
language
barrier)

-Family plan for
cell phone is
cheap but hard to
manage if people
drop out
-Didn’t know
where to buy
things needed (had
to walk around
and explore)
-Difficulties
meeting friends
due to program
building being far
away (far from
campus)
-Concerned about
finding housing
through Craigslist
(thought someone
may trick or hurt
him)
-Difficult leaving
friends and
coming to U.S.
(coping with
loneliness, who to
turn to when in
trouble)
-Department
orientations don’t
take into
consideration
some info doesn’t
apply to int’l
students

to find
information
such as visa info
or condense
emphasizing
major points
-Include section
on LGBTQ in
pre-arrival
booklet or any
piece of
information
prior to arrival
(cultural
information
about the
acceptance of
homosexuality
and transgender
in Seattle/ U.S)
-Improve
communication
with other
schools and
departments
(about what is
covered during
different
orientations)
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-Friend
(explored
campus
together, looked
for getting
phone and bank
account
together,
explored the
area for
shopping)
-Resource Fair
from Graduate
Day (Q Center,
UW Counseling,
Rainbow Grads)
-Independently
explored with
maps and guides
of the city
-Housemates
(met friends,
attended events
together)
-Classmates and
friends in
program
(attended
activities for
academic
department)
-Student
Association for
Fisheries
Graduate
Students (met
friends at retreat
and through
seminars,
symposiums and
social activities,
became
webmaster)
-Craigslist (for
housing)

ORIENTATION
-Skype (to view
house prior to
arrival)
-Guidebook app
(used to create
orientation
schedule and
choose info
sessions)
-Pre-arrival
booklet
(possibly from
ISS)
Interview Coded Data Table I (Jane)
Highlights

Challenges/Dislikes Suggestions

Resources Used

Didn’t
Participate

Programs
-FIUTS camp
(met others,
activities)
-Seattle
Challenge
(enjoyed
playing the
game)
-Wednesday
Lunch (made
connections
with others)

Programs

Programs

Information
Session

Information
sessions

Programs
-Graduate Day
(wanted to
attend but
couldn’t)

Other
-When people
from the same
country stick
together (not
people from other
places)
-Issues with
immigration
documents
(document was
incorrect, error in
the document)
-Searching for
apartments with
roommates
(unable to attend
info sessions)
-Prioritized
academic
department over
FIUTS orientation

Resource Fair
-Campus Police
-ISHIP
-GPSS
-ISS
-UW
Administration
(transcripts
department) or
contact info for
where to submit
student
transcripts
-Libraries
-Booth for
popular or
relevant clubs
(graduate clubs,
ASUW, cultural
clubs). Contact
information for
clubs

Programs
-Wednesday
Lunch (during
orientation, met
other people)
-WAC
-Community
BBQ
-FIUTS trip
downtown (met
at library and
went downtown
together)
-Student panel
(different
students, GPSS,
sharing
experiences)

Other
-Orientation
activities (got to
meet others
from different
countries)
-Exploring
downtown
-Arrival with
friends (helped
make things go
smoothly)
-FIUTS offered
multiple times
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Information
Sessions
-Insurance
session (helpful,
how to handle
medical
situations)
-Academic
Advising

Information
Session
-Campus Safety
(not a priority)

ORIENTATION
for sessions
(saw need for
flexibility for
students)
-Suswagadan
homestay
program
-Meeting new
friends
-Resources
provided

-UW
Counseling
Center
-Include
pamphlets at
resource fair
-Advise students
to keep the
materials, they
may need them
later
Other
-Would have
liked more
assistance on
fixing
immigration
document (show
more concern or
follow up
regarding issue)
-Connect
students with
international
seniors who
can’t afford
FIUTS
homestay
program
(collaborate
with student
associations like
Suswagadan)
-Connect
students with
others who are
from different
backgrounds
-Get notification
when an
immigration
document is
incorrect
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-The Career
Center
Resources Used
from info
sessions
Other
-Welcome
Folder (campus
map, transport
information)
-Library
information
-Friends
(apartment
hunting
together,
explore U
District,
canoeing,
explore
downtown)
-Group that
came to U.S.
together
-Person met at
Wednesday
Lunch
(remained
friends)
-Advice from
current int’l
students (time
management,
situations
students face)
-School fairs
(booths)
-RSO fair
(ASUW, GPSS,
GoMap,
iDiversity)
-Seniors in
program (picked
up at airport,

ORIENTATION
-Recommend to
students that
they get out of
their circle and
meet new people
(it is harder to
do when classes
start)

stayed in their
house)
-School’s
orientation
(more specific
than FIUTS,
academic
overview)
-Guidebook app
(downloaded
but later had to
delete due to
phone issues)

Condensed Interview Highlights Table J
Highlights
Programs
FIUTS Camp (Avi, Ram, Mary, Jane)
Seattle Challenge (Akshay, Avi, Mary, Jane)
Community BBQ (Niki, Justin T.)
Campus Tour (Iris, Niki)
Boat Cruise (Iris, Ram)
Other
Information Sessions (Iris, Akshay, Justin T.)
Smooth arrival and check-in (Akshay, Avi, Ram, Justin T., Jane, Niki)
Flexibility of orientation (Justin T, Jane)
Opportunity to meet people (Iris, Avi, Ram, Mary, Niki, Justin T., Jane)
Games & Activities (Iris, Ram, Mary, Niki, Jane)

Condensed Interview Challenges/Dislikes Table K
Challenges/Dislikes
Programs
Campus Tour (Avi, Justin T.)
Advising &Orientation Session (Iris, Avi, Mary)
Graduate Day (Ram, Justin T.)
Information Sessions
Scholarships, Grants & Funding (Akshay, Justin T.)
ISHIP (Avi, Justin T.)
Other
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ORIENTATION
Overlaps in schedule/conflicts in timing (Akshay, Ram, Justin T.)
Difficulty leaving friends & family back home (Niki, Justin T.)
Lack of or confusing directions to locations on campus (Iris, Niki)
Difficulties & concerns with documentation (Iris, Avi, Mary, Jane)
Social Security Number concerns and questions (Ram, Justin T.)
Setting up a phone connection (Ram, Justin T.)
Setting up a bank account (Ram, Justin T.)
Accommodation & Housing concerns (Ram, Mary, Justin T., Jane)

Condensed Interview Suggestions Table L
Suggestions
Programs
Graduate Day Improvements (Akshay, Justin T.)
Advising & Orientation session recommendations (Avi, Mary)
Information Sessions
How to find resources and conduct research in libraries (Avi, Mary)
Other
Incorporate current international students as mentors & resources (Akshay, Ram, Niki, Jane)
Greeting Table improvements and recommendations (Avi, Ram, Mary, Niki, Jane)
Guidebook app improvements (Justin T, Ram)
Pre-arrival content (Avi, Mary, Justin T., Jane)

Condensed Interview Resources Table M
Resources
Programs
Seattle Challenge (Akshay, Avi, Mary, Niki)
Community BBQ (Avi, Ram, Mary, Niki, Justin T., Jane)
FIUTS camp (Avi, Ram, Mary)
Husky Survival Tips (Avi, Mary)
Advising & Orientation (Iris, Avi*, Mary*)
Graduate Day (Akshay, Ram, Niki, Justin T.)
T.A. Conference (Akshay, Niki)
Information Sessions
Banking (Iris, Akshay)
Campus Safety (Mary, Niki)
Academic Advising (Iris, Jane)
ISHIP (Justin T., Jane)
Career Services (Jane, Ram)
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ORIENTATION

Other
Guidebook app (Iris, Ram, Justin T., Jane)
Dorm mates/Housemates/Roommates (Iris, Niki, Justin T., Jane)
Facebook (Avi, Ram)
Craigslist (Justin T., Niki)
Other technology e.g. Google, Google Maps, Skype (Justin T., Niki)
In Class/Classmates (Akshay, Mary, Justin T.)
People currently in the U.S. e.g. students, friends, family, faculty (Iris, Avi, Ram, Mary, Niki,
Jane)
Independent exploration outside of FIUTS (Iris, Akshay, Avi, Ram, Mary, Justin T., Jane)
Department or department orientation (Iris, Niki, Jane)

Ethics
I, Holly Schneidmiller, attest to the ethical presentation of this information and the inquiry
process.
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